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.A NOTE ON TRIANGUIATING THE !%CUBE* 
Mark N. BRQADIE!** and Richard W. C0TI’I.E 
l%!partmt%t of &erutions Research. Stanford University, Smnfr:,: CA 94305, USA 
We show that any triangulation o;f the 5-cube 1’ by complete truncation, i.e., ‘slicing off’ the 
even (ok the odd) vertices, cannot use less than 67 or more than 68 pieces. 
As shown by Lee [2] and Sallee [4], the five-dimensional cube (modelled by P) 
can be triangulated with 67 simplices. It is not known whether it is possible to 
triangulate the $cube with fewer than 67 simplices. The 67-piece triangulation of 
I5 begins with a truncation process; that is, half of the extreme points-the even 
vertices or the odd vertices-are ‘sliced off’. In this note, we point out that within 
th class of triangulations that tnmcate the even (or tkte d&j verzices of the S-cube, 
no tiartguI&en uses fewer than 67 (or more than 68) simplices, Whether 67’is the 
minimal nwnber without this restriction remains an open question, however. 
The idea of the proof is quite simple. It rests on the general f&t that after the 
truncation of an n-cube is complete, only certain types of simplices cau be 
constructed from the remaining vertices. In the case when n = 5, the choice-s are 
so limited that only two sorts of triangulations can be produced: the aforemen- 
tioned 67-piece triangulation, and the earlier 68-piece triangulation of Mara [3]. 
The vertices of the n-cube I” are binary n-vectors. For convenience, we treat 
them as rows 
V=(Vt ,..., V,), ViEtO, l}, i=l,. . ., t3. 
A vertex v is called ewen or odd according to whether the sum of its coordinates is 
even or odd. This usage agrees with the conventional assignment of labels 
0, 1, . (I., 2” - 1 to the 2” vertices of P”. In part&&u, either the -base-2 or the 
Gray code representation of an even (dtij. numtber belonging to (0, 1, . . e ,2” - 1) 
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corresponds to an even (odd) vertex in the sex&e defined above. The evenness or 
oddness of a vertex is called its plurity. 
The triang@ations !nder consideration here consist of n-simplices whose 
vertices are alsc &tic& ‘of the n-cGbe. Each n-simplex 0 can therefore be 
&ted with a list of n + 1 v&M, Y’, . . . , P*l of the cube. Using angle 
brackts to denote ‘convex hull of’, we’ write 
u = (v3, . l . ) vn+y. 
To the simplex u = (VI, . . . , v”” ) there correspon& a binary matrix S whose ith 
row is Si=(vf.l), i-i,2 ,..., n + 1. The reason for including the (n + i)sU 
component 1 in the row vector Si is that the volume of u is given by p(u) = 
l&let Sl/n!. 
A simplex Q in I” is said to be of tyl.~ t if its volume is t/n!. (Our’ use of this 
term is like that in [l] rather than [2].) The notion of simplex types provides a 
useful way to discuss im@i&s .in the it-cube; unfotiately, this concept requires 
further refinement, for sin@&% of’the sain& vohime a?e not always cotigruent. In 
at&&e&, thk type of a siit@ex is an integer, and the list of its possl%le values is 
lsnown only for relktively small values Of n. L&e the cardinal@ of the minimal 
tri&gulation of the n-cube; the maximti of the determinant of a binary matrix 
of order n is an un&olved problerri. 
For any vertex’ v of I”, let N(Y) lk thk set of all wighbom of v; these are the 
vertices w such &at (v, w) is an edge of I”. In terms of the coordinates, 
It is clear that v and its neighbor are of opposite pzcity. 
For all n and all v overt, (v, N(V)) is a simpkx of type 1. T&se comer 
sin&ices have n exterior facets and 1 interior facet. By tnrncating at (or sliri?tg 
@j vertex v, we man the zzmoval of the set (v, M[v))\(M(v)) from the n-cube. 
Every vertex v of P has a unique ~ntipu&al Boirpr, A(G). ‘ilie antipodal point of 
O,theorigin,ise=(l,..., 1). In general, for any z’ the equation 
A(v)=e-v 
serves as the definition of A(v). Clearly, I/v - A(v>:!: = n, A simplex of the form 
(N(V), A(V)) is called th e anGp&.a1 &q&x at v. It is not diflicult o show that in 
I” the antipodal simplex (N(v), A(V)) is always of type n ~1. For cubes of 
dimension s4, the antipodal simplices have the largest po&ble volume. For 
higher dimensions&is is ho.loirger true. 
By the c+r of I”, we mean the point a,. . . , $)E R”. It can be shown that 
w&n n a?.@3 a&j+ d r’ j$ ~ti’&z&@ point Qf i3yy anlz@dal ,simplex. In fact, 
;d v~vej-t(l”) a& & = (>, . . . , v”;ti+‘)<k @f(v), A(v)) q&e& at*+’ - A(v), the 
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barycentric coordinates of the center are 
( 
1 I n-2 
$&-I)““’ > 2(n-1)‘2(n-1) - 
This means that when n 33, no triangulation 
antipodal simplex. 
of I” can use more than one 
The minimal triangulations of f, I3 and I4 all begin with truncation at each 
even (or each odd) vertex of the cube. We call this process complete lruncuti0n. 
What remains after this process has been completed is either trivial or must itself 
be triangulated. In general, this convex body is denoted Q,. It is the convex hull 
of the vertices that remain after truncation. A triangulation of Q,, augmented by 
the 2”-’ initially sliced-off corner simplices yields a triangulation of I”. For n C 5, 
all minimal triangulations of the n-cube arise this way. 
Mr_rtice that v and A(v) are of the same parity if and only if n is even. This 
means that only when n is odd does Q,, contain the antipodal simplex correspond- 
ing to a slice&off corner simplex. As stated above, antipodal simplices are of type 
n - I (regardless of whether n is even or odd). But when n is odd, Q,, contains 
2”-* antipodal simplices each of even type, n - 1. This observation hints at a more 
general fact we wish to establish. 
We begin with a simple (and probably well-known) proposition In which we 
express the eveness of an integer by saying it is congruent to 0 modulo 2. 
7 I. Let A be m n x n matrix with integer en&s. If zFcl a, = 0 (mod 2) 
ori=&..., n, then detAzO(mod2). 
Roof. Replacing the last column of A by the sum of all the columns of A yields 
a new matrii A’ such that det A = det A’ and cr, = 0 (mod 2). JSxpanding det A 
by minors of its last column, we see that det A’=0 (mod 2). Cl 
Ropositlon 2. Let B be an (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix with integer emtries. If bkn+l = 1 
for all i and 
n+l n+l 
c b,i- c &j~O(mod2) fordiandk, 
1-l 1-l 
then det B = 0 (mod 2). 
Proof. Define the integral matrix C by subtracting the last row of B from each of 
the precediag rows of B. Let A denote the leading R x n principal submatrix of C. 
42 
Then det B =det C = det A. Since 
Proposition 1 implies that det A SO (mod 2). •I 
, 
Since y4 must be zero or one,ithis!iequa$ion has p~ec$sely ye solutions: 
(YZ, ~4) = (52, Cr) and (~2, y4) = (50,lL 
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5.Antlpodrlw=d* 
The argument above depends heavily on the fact that the only typ~-4 simpks 
in Qs are antipodal. The burden of the rest of this note is to prove this crucial 
fact. 
We begin by noting that antipodal simplices in n-dimensional space are special 
cases of objects we call wedges. The latter have a useful additive property with 
re&%kt to their type, and because this property has an inductive (i.e., dimension- 
reducing) aspect, it is fr;pssible to bring our knowledge of lower-dimensional 
spaces to bear on tiie ri&%.,:T at hand 9 
.__pUrtipodal n-simplices have the form a=(N(v), A(v)) for some v = 
iv I,. . . , i;,)~ vertW). Here and in the remainder of this note, a bar over a 
binary-valued scalar denok the ‘complementary value’. Thus, for a E (0, 11 we 
have 
6=1-a. 
This notational device enables us to describe a generic antipodaf n-simplex in 
terms of the associated binary matrix S. Its form is 
S = 
Notitithatfori=l,..., n, deletion of the ith row and column from S produces 
another matrix that corresponds to an antipodal simplex of one dimension lower. 
Each of the -first n columns of S contains exactly two barred entries. (In any 
realization this would mean exactly two ones or exactly two zeros.) Since the 
entries of these n columns indicate the incidence of the vertices with the facets of 
I”, we find that an antipodal simplex u in I” has a special pattern of incidences 
wi:b the facets of the n-cube containing it. Specifically, for each pair of opposite 
facets of I-, one facet contains two vertices of u and the other contains n - 1 of 
them. This leads us to the more general concept defined below. 
Let a be an n-simplex in I n. We call u a wed’ge if two of its vertices lie in one 
facet and its other n - 1 vertices lie in the opposite facet. (Every antipodal simplex 
is a wedge-with respect to each pair of opposite fz::ais-but not every wedge is 
an antipodal simplex.) Thus, if u is a wedge relative to F and F, we can write 
u=(vl,. *. , Y”-‘, F”, v+l), (1) 
where 
v*, . . . , vn-l EF and i7’,llnt1~~ (2,) 
(1) t, = t, + $ if v” and v”+’ lie on opposiie sides of H; 
(2) g = & - te if v” and v”+’ lie on the sa&e side of H. 
PFU& Letting S &note the binary matrix corresponding to u, the ith row of S is 
S‘=(v*,l)for i=l , . . . , It + 1, Wi@out loss .of Lgenerality, we may assume t&+t fi, 
the facet of I” containing exactly two ~c=rtioes of a,, is Fml = (x E I” :x,, = 1) and 
that t” and @“+I ~,~thevertices~f~lyingin~,Lnth~casewecanwrite 
$*= (u”;‘O,l)i. i=l,- . . . . n-i,’ 
i, (u’, 1, 11, i=n, tic!; .. ’ 
(3 
In terms of this ~t.5~ we define A an@ B, twc9.s~bmatriqes of $, k&se ith rows 
h-Y_ lI%qXtMy: 
A* = I (ic*,l), i=l,..;:)L--1, (u”, l), i ‘= n, 
and 
B* = w, 11, 
1 
i= 1,. . . , n-1, 
(U -+l, l), i = n. 
(6) 
(7) 
Ekpanding the dfztemhant of S by minors of its ~8th c&mn, we get i 
&tS= -&tAicietB. : 
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Now A and B can be regarded as corresponding 
‘simplices’ 
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toI the (possibly degenerate) 
a= w ,***, U “-‘, u”) and 0 = (wl, . . . , u”-‘, u”+‘). (8) 
The linear manifold H is the solution set of the equation det T(X) = 0 where x 
is a row vector of n - 1 variables and the ith row of T(x) is identical to that of A 
(and B) and its nth row is just (x, 1). Accordingly, T(P) = A and T(rPp) = B, so 
it is clear that u” an2 unfl lie on opposite sides of H if and only if det A and 
det, B are nonxero numbers of opposite sign. 
If un and P1 lie on opposite sidea of H, we hzbve 
tp = ldet Sl = I-det A +det Bi = ldet Al+ ldet BI = t, + t,+ 
If u” and u”+l lie on the same side of H, then det A and det B are of the sarre 
sign (though one of them may be zero). If det A >O, then det I3 a0, so r, = 
detA>O and t,=detB*O. From this we get 
b=)detSI=I-detA+detBl=)-t,+z,j=r,-t,. 
If detA<O, then detBc0 so r,=-detA and -t@=detB and 
& = idet Sl = I-det A +det Bl = t, - 6. 
This completes the proof. Cl 
In addition to the assumptions and definitions invoked above, notably ihat 
(l)-(S) are valid, we assume that u” and tP’~’ lie on opposite sides of H. Among 
the things we then know are that u is a wedge and that F = F,,. 
Lestmm 2 If a is antipdd with {u’, . . . , u”-‘} = N(Y) artd u” = A(u), then a is 
aM@odul. 
Roof. By our assumptions, it is not restrictive to assume that the matrix 
corresponding to OL [see (6)] has the form 
The points u n = A(u) and u”+* lie on opposite sides of H = aff{N(u)); since there 
is only one vertex of I” on the opposite side of H from A(u), it follows that 
It is aow clear from the form of S that u must be .antipodal with respect o 
V” (u lr~~d4v-P,O). cl 
The following lemma, partiaily explains our interest in wedges. 
lanara 3. Every S-simpteX in 0, is a wedge. 
psund suppose 0 =(vl, . . . , d’), and let V denote the 6 x 5 matrix whose ith row 
is Y’. Since u c Qs, i& vertices have the same parity. This implies that cf.1 ci5,1 vi 
is Gwen, for .fhe sum of an even &ii&er of integers of the same parity is even. If 
there is no I; for which (2) holds, then each column of V must contain an odd 
number of ones. Hence cf=, ‘If_1 vi is odd. This is a contradiction. Cl 
Rd. One may won&r how common wedges are among all the simplices in 
an n-cube. It is clear that, for n 2 3, cars , er sLm&.es in I” are not wedges. It can 
be shown that in I’” and i4, only the corner si&ks are not wedges. It can also 
be shown that in all dimensio+ n zz 5 there exist k-simplices in I” that are neither 
comers nor wedges. 
The following lemma i somewhat analogous to the result we are after. Even so, 
the differences iwe sign&ant: the diniension is lower, but the location of the 
simplex within the cube is less restrictive. 
Leaum d If u is a type-3 sim& in X4, then u is antipodal. 
Proeu, nere mlust exist a pair of opposite facets F9 F of I4 with respect o which 
0 is a wedge, i.e., has incidence (3,2). (Otherwise ‘here is a facet of I* containing 
four of the five vertices of a. These four vertices would have to yield a type-3 
simple:x in I3 which is impossible.) We may assume u = (u’, u2, u3, ii4, ri’) where 
a4 and ri5 lie in P and the other th.ree,vetiices of u lie in F. Now with cx and fi 
de&& as above and f= ) 6, we have t_ = t, f +,. Under the present circumstances, 
0, t& apals 1(2,1). Thu& OL = (I?, u2, uJ, u4) is of type 2. It is clear that the only 
type-2 simplex~in a-3-ciibe-is.~f~th~-an~~al .m. We,tiow have a situation to 
whkh”L4SnU a 2 applies;~sd- the as&&& ifollows. 0 
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We now consider a type-4 simplex u such that u c Qs. We know that every 
antipodal simplex in I” is of this kind. Our aim is to show that they are the only 
ones of this kind. Since Lemma 3 applies to a, there exists a facet F of I5 such 
that (2) holds. We may assume that CT = (vl, u2, v3, v4, 5’, fi6) and 
VI, v2, v3, v4e F, 9, iPE E 
Using (3) and (4) with the additional hypothesis that t, ata, we may write 
t,=t_*+ But, since 4=4 and r, ~3, it follows algebraically (i.e., without 
reference to the present geometric context) that either {i,, :e)= (3,l) or else 
(b &lJ = (2,2). I n either case, us and y6 must lie on opposite sides of ZZ. The 
following two lemmas show that the first case gives what we want whereas the 
second case cannot actually occur. 
&enmtaa 5. Zf (4, fa) = i&l), then u is an antipodal simplex in 1’. 
Proof. As a type-3 simplex in a 4-c&e, cu must be antipodal by Lemma 4. It now 
follows from Lemma 2 that u must be antipodal in the 5-c&e 0 _ 
The last of our lemmas clinches the argument. 
Lemmn 6. The case (ta, ts) = (2,2) cannot OCCWT when a is a type-4 simplex in Qs. 
Proof. Consider the type-2 simplex (r = (u’, . . . , us) in Z4. (The argument will be 
the same for 8.) The vertices u*, u*, u3, u4 have the same parity, and us ha:i the 
other parity. It is not possible for there to exist a facet of Z4 containing four 
vertices of (Y while the opposite facet contains the other vertex. Indeed, if a! has 
four vertices in some facet of Z4, then the 3-simplex spanned by those four 
vertices must be of type 2. The only stich simplices in the 3-cube are of the form 
Q3. In particular, the vertices of this simplex must be of the same parity. In fact, 
they must be u’, u*, u3, u4. But then us and u6 cannot lie on opposite sides of the 
afflne hull of ul, u2, u3, u4 as they must. Thus, every facet of Z4 contains either 2 
or 3 of the vertices of 01, and the opposite facet contains the rest. 
Let U denote the 5 x4 matrix whose rows arc u’, u2, u3, u4, and us and let s 
denote the sum of all the entries of U. Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that each column of U contains exactly 2 ones and hence s = 8. If u’, u2, u3 and 
u4 are even and us is odd, then s is odd, which is a contradiction. Hence ul, u*, 
u3 and u4 must be odd and us must be even. In particular, us has 0,2 or 4 ones. 
By taking column sums and row-sum parities into account, it is easy to see that 
neither alternative yields a matrix A (corresponding to a) that has the correct 
determinant, namely *2. El 
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